Where did the Kubby come from?

Fully Closed Car Kubby

The Car Kubby came naturally as an extension of our
experience in Motorsports internationally. Severe weather
and continued exposure are not the friends of performance
vehicles. We found a premium manufacturer with over 20
years of experience in design, development and creation of
extreme weather camping tents, and designed an awesome
shelter for our four wheeled fun. Our joint experience in
protecting lives and performance machines in severe
outdoor conditions means we can offer a solution for
protection of car in the harsh Australian environment.
The need for an affordable storage solution that offered full
protection from sun, hail, dust, and rain - beyond a basic
throw-over cover was the reason we dedicated the time to
develop the best full protection car cover possible.
It was our interest in Cars, manufacturing experience, and
awareness of a definite need that inspired us to design,
develop and manufacture our retractable, waterproof, full
protection - Car Kubby!

Partially Open Car Kubby

Fully Open Car Kubby
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CAR KUBBY — Retractable Car
Covers

Full Protection for your vehicle with Retractable Car Covers
Top 10 Features and
Benefits
1
Fits most compact, small, intermediate and large
cars as well as small SUVs, scooters, many ATVs,
motorbikes and bicycles
2
Waterproof material with fully taped seams for
complete weatherproof operation
3
Provides full coverage from sun, rain, hail, snow,
dust and debris
4
Fast assembly—less than 60 minutes, and can be
transported
5
Locking hardware allows the Car Kubby to be
secured in the lowered position
6
Safe place for car-specific gear to be hung in the
Kubby for easy access
7
Allows car to be parked and covered even when
engine and exhaust are still hot.
8
Drive through option when cover is fully open.
9
Accommodates a solar powered LED Lamp for
parking or general night access (extra)
10
Accommodates tough impact resistant flooring for
additional protection and a complete shelter
appearance (extra)

What’s a Kubby?

Protect your loved one...

The Car Kubby is an affordable, private miniature garage with
a retra ta le la -shell feature that allo s fast a d safe
access and storage of your car!

 Fits most compact, small, intermediate and large cars as

Simply park your Car straight into your Car Kubby, lower the
retra ta le o er o er your Car a d you’re do e! You a rest
assured that your Car is fully prote ted a d there’s o eed to
wait for the engine or exhaust to cool!
The Car Kubby is simply a pleasure to use. Once installed, it
takes moments to open it, drive your Car out, and close it
agai . It does ’t get u h easier tha that.

well as small SUVs, scooters, many ATVs, motorbikes
and bicycles

 Locking hardware allows the Car Kubby to be locked in
the lowered position

 Provides full coverage protection from sun, rain, hail,
snow, dust and debris.

 Allows you to park and cover your Car with hot exhaust
pipes and engine

 Marine grade galvanised steel tube structure for rust
protection

 Durable 600d polyester Fabric with polyurethane

How big is a Car Kubby?
Two Sizes
Compact/Sport/
Intermediate Size:
Length 5.59m x
Width 2.6m x
Height 2.05m
Price $697.40
Full-size/Large Car/
Small SUV Size:
Length 5.97m x
Width 2.8m x
Height 2.26m
Price $763.40
Looking for something different? Take a look at our web site for
more sizes for all your other vehicles.
Phone: 1800 678 982
Website: www.quikshade.com.au
Email: sales@quikshade.com.au

coating and fully taped seams for water proofing—which
can be replaced separately

 Fast installation —less than 60 minutes
 Anchors are included for secure mounting on pavement
(anchors for grass are available as an accessory)

 Sturdy steel frame structure protects your Car from the
elements while not touching the finish of your Paintwork

 Protects your car and gear from insects, wind, rain, sun,
hail, sleet, or snow.

 Can accommodate a solar powered LED Lamp for
parking or general night access.

 Accommodates impact resistant floor for additional
protection and a complete shelter appearance. Includes
set-up and care instructions

